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Introduction

Three pictures hang in front of a 6-month-old child. The first shows two dots, the others one dot and three dots, respectively. The infant hears three drumbeats. Her eyes move to the picture with three dots.

At some intuitive level, this infant has recognized number and a change in number. Researchers in many fields have recognized mathematical competencies in children from birth. This is a substantial change from earlier eras dominated by Jean Piaget’s (1896-1980) position that children’s mathematical thinking occurs only during the later stages of development.

This document presents research on the mathematical competence of infants and toddlers. We organize it in five major sections. We begin by describing our methodology. Then the research is presented in five domains: spatial relationships, number sense, problem solving and prediction, the role of caregivers (parents and providers), and integrating math across the day.

Methodology

We conceptualized mathematics for infants and toddlers by looking at the commonly held standards for this age group. In most state standards, the foundations or building blocks of mathematics are found within a “Cognitive Development” domain. Most states include the topics of Spatial Relationships and Number Sense within this domain. Indicators within these topics generally align with the Mathematics and Problem Solving domains that are more commonly used in early childhood (birth to five years) and throughout K–12. Thus, our annotated bibliography is organized primarily around the topics of Spatial Relationships and Number Sense. We also include articles pertaining to Patterning because it is an important general mathematical process, the subject of multiple studies, and a topic in many curricula. Finally, after reviewing all articles, additional categories were added pertaining to the impact of caregivers (parents, providers/teachers) on young children’s math development, and integrating math throughout the day.

Because we were interested in these domains primarily, we conducted our literature review by entering the keywords spatial, number, infant, toddler, and patterning. Using these search terms, we searched the Academic Search Complete and ERIC (Education Resources Information Center) databases. This search strategy, which aimed to find both studies conducted in the United States and internationally, was limited to the English language. The electronic searches were supplemented by checking the reference lists of included articles, existing systematic reviews and meta-analyses, and hand-searching online databases of research. We focused additional searches on practitioner-oriented journals such as Teaching Young Children, Early Education and

---


Development, Young Children, Childhood Education, Teaching Children Mathematics, and Early Childhood Today. Finally, researchers also reviewed articles cited in recently developed and research-based state standards documents such as the Colorado Early Learning and Development Guidelines and the California Infant/Toddler Learning & Development Foundations.

Taken together, these search strategies yielded 1,194 references. Once we removed the duplicates, we conducted an initial screening of titles and abstracts, and marked articles for inclusion or exclusion. Those relevant to the purpose of this annotated bibliography were included for full text review. Conflicting inclusion or exclusion decisions were resolved through discussion and, as a result of this process, the team decided that 53 articles met all criteria and were included. The most common reasons for the title, abstract, or full text to be considered irrelevant were related to the age of the study participants (e.g., older students as opposed to children ages 0–3 years) and to the topic of interest and outcome measures (e.g., only language or socio-emotional development as opposed to math).
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Spatial Relationships

Introduction\textsuperscript{5}

Spatial orientation involves understanding and operating on relationships between different positions in space, at first with respect to one’s own position and movement through it, and eventually from a more abstract perspective that includes maps. Like number, spatial orientation has been postulated as a core domain—that is, a domain of development for which competencies are present from birth. For example, infants focus their eyes on objects and then begin to follow moving objects. Toddlers ignore other cues and instead use geometric information about the overall shape of their environment to solve location tasks. Early developing or inborn endowments interact with experience and sociocultural influences to affect development.

As the resources presented below show, young children can reason about spatial perspectives and spatial distances, although their abilities develop considerably throughout the early childhood years. As an example, in the first year of life, infants can perceive the shape and size of objects and can represent the location of objects in a three-dimensional space.

Children develop different ways to navigate space. In the first year of life, stationary infants rely on “response learning” to locate objects in their environment. An example is children who incorrectly turn in the same direction that originally led to a toy even after being physically reoriented. During their second year, children develop the ability to code locations using objects in their external environment. They also become capable of spatial reasoning, in that they can solve problems with that information. Another later developing way in which to navigate space is called “place learning.” In contrast to Piaget’s notion that children develop a “Euclidean system” only by age 9 or 10, research indicates that toddlers are able to code distance information and use that to locate objects.

Educational experiences can help children of almost any age develop spatial skills. Spatial training in identifying a fixed location from two orientations is effective with infants as young as 6 (but not 4) months of age.

Although infants are endowed with potential spatial competencies, experience-expectant processes engender their development. That is, experiences with space are sufficiently similar across cultures and individuals that developmental processes are almost guaranteed to have certain environmental inputs. Thus, inborn potentialities are no more or less fundamental than these expected environmental inputs; rather, the key is in their interaction. In summary, the infant

\textsuperscript{5} All introductions are based on two books that review the research on early mathematics and its practical application: Clements, D. H., & Sarama, J. (2014). Learning and teaching early math: The learning trajectories approach (2nd ed.). New York City: Routledge.
possesses biologically provided tools, but these inborn competencies or foundations guide, but do not determine, development; instead, they interact with maturation and physical and social experience, with the role of these differing, depending on the subdomain.

Research indicates that even infants can have perception of shapes, such as wholes, as well as parts, of geometric patterns. Children as young as 3 years of age engage in active spatial analysis in both construction and perception, which is a process that changes with development.

Infants may be born with a tendency to form certain mental prototypes of shape. When people in a primitive culture with no explicit geometric concepts were asked to choose a “best example” of a group of shapes, such as a group of quadrilaterals and near-quadrilaterals, they chose a square and a circle more often, even when close variants (“not quite a circle”) were in the group. For example, the group with squares included square-like shapes that were not closed, had curved sides, and had non-right angles. So, all people might have innate preferences for closed, symmetrical shapes. And infants as young as 4 months dishabituate more quickly to symmetrical figures than asymmetrical figures, at least for vertical symmetry. A preference for vertical symmetry seems to develop between 4 and 12 months of age; vertical bilateral symmetry remains preferred by children over horizontal symmetry, which, in turn, is more preferred than diagonal symmetries.

Geometric thinking is an essential human ability that contributes to mathematical ability. Its importance is highlighted by findings that infants assign greater weight to spatiotemporal information than color or form in their definition of what an object is. Thereafter, toddlers use the shape of objects as the essential cue to learn the identity and names of objects. For example, supporting 17-month-olds to attend to shape led them to generalize that objects with similar shapes have the same name and engendered a dramatic increase of 350 percent in learning new words outside of the research laboratory.

Block building provides a view of children’s initial abilities to perform shape composition with 3-D objects. Children initially build structures from simple components and later explicitly synthesize 3-D shapes into higher-order 3-D shapes. In their first year, children either engage in little systematic organization of objects or show little interest in stacking. Instead, they pound, clap together, slide the blocks, or use single blocks to represent an object, such as a house or vehicle. Children’s first composite constructions are simple combinations of pairs. Even when combining more than two blocks, children remain in one dimension. Stacking begins at 1 year of age, thus showing the use of the spatial relationship of “on.” Occasionally, children balance blocks intuitively as a stack of rectangular prisms, for example, but often they place a block off center or on an edge of a triangular prism. In the latter case, they recognize their lack of success when the block falls, but do not attempt to understand it. The “next to” relation, creating structures such as a road or “train” of blocks, develops at about 1.5 years of age.

At about 2 years of age, children place each successive block congruently on or next to the one previously placed. They appear to recognize that blocks stacked vertically do not fall when so
placed. At this point, children begin to reflect and anticipate. Around 2 to 3 years of age, children begin to extend their building to two dimensions, covering, to an extent, a plane in creating a floor or wall.

Children’s understanding of measurement is rooted in infancy and the preschool years, but grows over many years, as the work of Piaget and his collaborators has shown. As with number, however, Piagetians underestimated the abilities of the youngest children. For example, shown an object such as a ball that was then hidden by a drawbridge, infants looked longer when the drawbridge rotated past the point where the ball should have stopped the drawbridge from rotating. This demonstrates that infants are sensitive to continuous quantity (i.e. that the ball should have stopped the drawbridge) and comparisons and accumulations of continuous quantity, at least under some conditions. These studies show that the early cognitive foundations of mathematics are not limited or unique to number. As with number, however, these abilities have limits. Infants and toddlers can discriminate between lengths of dowels, but only when a salient standard was present; 4-year-olds could discriminate with or without such as standard.

References on Spatial Relations


This article presents two experiments conducted with 7-month-old infants to determine their ability to represent and reason about the physical and spatial properties of a hidden (i.e. occluded) object. The first experiment was designed to test whether 7-month-old infants are able to represent and reason about location and the dimensions of an occluded object. In this experiment, two groups of infants were tested. One group saw a screen that rotated upward and then slid backward. The results indicated that infants expected the screen to stop sliding sooner when an object was 10 cm, rather than 25 cm, behind it. This suggests that the infants were able to represent the location of the object behind the screen and use this information to estimate at what point the screen should reach the object and stop. The second experiment was designed to test whether 7-month-old infants were able to represent and to reason about the compressibility of an occluded object. In this experiment, the infants saw a screen that rotated upward and then backward toward either a soft or hard object. The results indicated that the infants expected the screen to stop sooner when an incompressible (i.e. hard) object stood behind the screen rather than a compressible (i.e. soft) object. This finding suggests that infants represented the height and the compressibility of the object behind the screen and used this information to determine at what point the screen should reach the object and whether it could continue rotating at this point. The results of these two experiments indicate that 7-month-old infants can represent and reason about the physical and spatial properties of an occluded object.
This book, a report of a conference on early math standards funded by the National Science Foundation and the Exxon-Mobil Foundation, constitutes a set of guidelines that enable standards writing groups to create consistent and complementary (and, as much as possible, common) standards that are based on a current understanding of research, practice, and policy in early childhood mathematics education. The first section, “Major Themes and Recommendations,” summarizes the research findings and guidelines. Some of the conclusions relevant to the youngest children include the following (we include number especially because research shows that it has a large spatial component in very young children’s cognition):

- Infants and toddlers spend a great deal of time exploring space and learning about the properties and relations of objects in space.
- The chapter “Geometric and Spatial Thinking in Early Childhood Education” elaborates on research findings in the domains of spatial reasoning, knowledge of shapes, and measurement. Some of the findings relevant to the youngest children include the following:
  - In the first year of life, infants can perceive the shape and size of objects and can represent the location of objects in a 3-D space.
  - Toddlers learn to use spatial vocabulary such as over, under, above, on, beside, next to, and between.
  - Toddlers and 3-year-olds can place objects in specified locations near distant landmarks, but “lose” locations that are not specified ahead of time once they move. They may be able to form simple frameworks, such as the shape of the arrangement of several objects, which has to include their own location.
  - Toddlers can create simple pictures from shapes. They may informally create 2-D shapes and 3-D buildings that have linear or rotational symmetry.
  - Toddlers can match shapes first with the same size and orientation, then with different sizes and orientations.
research and the 2014 book summaries this and emphasizes teaching and curricular activities), as well as pages 257–260, 263, 274, and 300–301 in the 2014 edition. Included within these books are charts with developmentally appropriate activities for children across each learning trajectory. Thus, readers can see the developmental level of thinking and the associated activities for each age. Each chapter (especially in the 2014 book) provides practical tips and strategies for teachers. The highlights of these chapters are in the introduction to this section.


In this study, the researchers sought to better understand how 6.5-month-old infants encode an object’s spatial extent. This study involved habituating 6.5-month-old infants to a dowel inside of a container, and then altering the size of the container and dowel in order to determine whether the infants dishabituate when the relation between the dowel and the container was held constant. The researchers also tested whether infants dishabituate to a relation change between the dowel and the container by altering the size of the container but not the dowel. The results indicated that infants only dishabituated when the relation changed. This suggests that infants encode the relation between two objects rather than the absolute size of a single object.


This brief and practical article provides suggestions for how teachers and caregivers can incorporate math talk with infants and toddlers in everyday living. The author gives examples of how to pull in the math concepts of number and operation; shapes and spatial relationships; measurement; patterns, relationships, and change; and collecting and organizing information into everyday activities and conversations. Specific to spatial relationships, this article discusses ways that teachers and/or caregivers can foster shape and geometry development by recognizing, naming, comparing, and contrasting objects based on their geometric appearance, as well as understanding the physical relationship between self and objects.


This book focuses on the human development of spatial representation and reasoning. The authors explore separate domains of spatial development with the aim of understanding how spatial development informs developmental theory. Chapters in this book delve into how we think about space, hypotheses about infant location coding, automaticity, important questions about the development of location coding, the development of spatial thought, models and maps, space and language, and thinking about development.

This research examined 14- to 26-month-old infants’ understanding of the spatial relationships between objects and apertures in an object manipulation task (i.e., a shape-sorting box toy). The task was to insert objects with various cross-sections (circular, square, rectangular, ellipsoid, and triangular) into fitting apertures. The infant was required to mentally rotate the object to be fit into the aperture and use that information to plan the action. The object was presented standing up in half of the trials; in the other half, it was lying down. The results showed that infants solved the problem consistently from age 22 months and that a successful solution was associated with appropriate preadjustments before the hand arrived with the block to the aperture. No sex differences were found.

**Number Sense**

**Introduction**

As the vignette that begins this document suggests, children possess a variety of mathematical competencies at or soon after birth. Most children without specific disabilities have impressive sensitivity to number. For example, 6-month-olds can discriminate the 1:2 ratio (as in the figure to the right), but by 9 months of age, they can also distinguish sets in a 2:3 ratio (e.g., 10 compared to 15).

These abilities appear to form one of the innate, foundational abilities for all later numerical knowledge. The better children are with such tasks, the better they do with mathematics in preschool—much more strongly than for those who are low in mathematical knowledge. Thus, children begin to compare quantities innately very early and establish simple correspondences intuitively as early as 20 months of age, and at most by 24 months of age. Of course, these early competencies undergo considerable development throughout the early childhood years.

By 24 months of age, many toddlers have learned one or more number words and they begin to try to count using verbal number names as early as age 2 or 3. Again, surprisingly, infants and toddlers show initial competence in arithmetic. For example, they notice the effects of increasing or decreasing small collections by one item. It is important to note that such behaviors do not imply that these very young children have conceptions of number like older students or adults. However, they certainly possess foundational abilities upon which parents and providers can build.
References on Number Sense


This study aimed to test the hypothesis that cognitive development is a continuous process, and that newborns can demonstrate precursors of later abilities when performance factors are controlled. This study evaluated 40 newborn infants ranging in age from 21 hours to 144 hours old on their ability to discriminate among visual stimulus arrays consisting of two versus three or four versus six black dots. Using the habituation/recovery technique of observing infant attention as an index of complex processing, infants were able to detect numerical difference for the small number sets (two to three and three to two) but not for the larger sets (four to six and six to four). These results suggest that the ability of newborns to differentiate between small numerical arrays in a habituation/dishabituation paradigm may be evidence of complex information processing during the first week of life.


The aim of this study was to examine whether and how age, the size of a collection, and the makeup of a collection affect a toddler’s tendency for spontaneous attention to number. Theoretical rationale and existing evidence for nonverbal and verbal number development in infants and toddlers are presented. The study involved 37 toddlers between the ages of 2 and 4.25 years being shown a nonverbal matching and nonverbal production version of spontaneous attention to number tasks. Each version involved the same 36 trials, which were comprised of 12 different collections of two, three, and four items each. The items were either (a) homogenous, (b) the same shape but two different colors, or (c) two different shapes and two different colors. The results indicated that toddlers are able to more accurately reproduce numbers on the matching version than on versions that required forming a mental image. Additionally, age, size, and makeup had a significant effect on participants’ tendency to attend to number. The significant drop-off in this tendency with collections of more than two items is inconsistent with the nativists’ (who argue that humans are born with nonverbal counting principles and concepts of numbers) hypothesis of an innate cardinal concept of three.


The aim of this study was to explore how young children acquire the cardinal meaning of small-number words. The researchers present two differing hypotheses: the first suggests that children perform better when items are presented in succession and the second suggests that subitizing predicts better performance when items are presented simultaneously. This study involved 48 children ranging in age from 3 to 5 years being shown collections of red dots ranging from one dot
to six dots. The children were divided into either a simultaneous task group or a consecutive task group. In the simultaneous task, children were shown red dots on a computer screen and asked to verbally report how many dots appeared. In the consecutive task group, children were shown red dots on a computer screen one at a time, asked to count them, and then verbally report how many dots appeared. Additionally, children were shown both familiar and unfamiliar configurations of the dots. Results indicated that, for small numbers, 3-year-old children perform better on short, simultaneous presentations of dots than one-by-one presentations of the same items. Additionally, children performed better when the dots were presented in familiar configurations, except for small numbers in simultaneous presentation. In general, these results support the hypothesis that subitizing is the developmental pathway for acquiring the meaning of the first few number words because it allows the child to grasp the whole and the elements at the same time.


This study discusses various experiments that explore the differences between 11-month-old and 9-month-old infants in discriminating numerical sequences that descend in numerical value versus increase in numerical value. In the first experiment, infants were randomly assigned to be habituated to either ascending or descending numerical sequences. Next, they were tested with both ascending and descending sequences. The results indicated that the 11-month-old infants were able to represent the change in ordinal relations (i.e., ascending to descending and vice versa) between numerical values and that the 9-month-old infants were not able to do so. Experiment 2 was conducted similarly to Experiment 1; however, element size, cumulative surface area, and the density of the trials were controlled. The results from Experiment 2 echoed the results found in Experiment 1: 11-month-old infants were able to detect a change in ordinal direction whereas 9-month-old infants were not able to do so. In Experiment 3, the 9-month-old infants were tested in another version of the same task where displays differed in the size of a single square on the computer monitor rather than in number. The results of Experiment 3 indicated that the 9-month-old infants were able to successfully detect a reversal in the ordinal direction of a non-numerical, size-based sequence, but failed to detect the reversal in the ordinal direction of a numerical sequence in Experiments 1 and 2. In sum, the results of these experiments suggest that between 9 and 11 months of age, a change occurs to support ordinal numerical judgments.


This article offers a critical review of the extant literature discussing infant numerical abilities. This review includes infants’ numerical discriminations; detecting differences visually and auditorily; infants’ small set tracking, visual working memory, object representation, and knowledge of more; infants’ calculations and ordinal relations; number abstraction; and infants’ intermodal matching.
This article also challenges the consensus view of a distinct and discrete quantity system by exploring consistencies and inconsistencies within the data surrounding controlling and isolating dimensions, small and large set discrimination, procedures and dependent measures of discrimination, and correlated dimensions. Finally, the researchers propose the Signal Clarity hypothesis as a guide for understanding infant quantity representation. This hypothesis suggests that the fundamental problem for infants is that they must discover that discrete quantity is the relevant task dimension and that stimulus properties that make number more perceptually salient are key to performance.


This study explores the following three research objectives: (a) whether performance on habituation tasks relate to numerical competencies in kindergarten (NCK), (b) whether infants’ and toddlers’ number discrimination performances predict NCK, and (c) whether number discrimination performance at 8 and 24 months of age correlated significantly and whether it could be considered a stable measure throughout development. To address these research objectives, a cohort of Belgian families agreed to have their child participate in the study at 8, 24, and 48 months of age. At 8 and 24 months, children’s number discrimination was assessed (at 8 months via habituation and at 24 months via a manual search task). At 48 months, children’s counting, arithmetic operations, and cardinality knowledge were assessed. The results indicated that no observable relationship was found between number discrimination in infancy and NCK, but that a relationship between toddler’s small number discrimination and NCK exists. This suggests that toddler number discrimination performance may be able to predict at-risk mathematical development.


This article explores the role that continuous variables, such as area and contour length, play in infant numerical abilities. In this study, researchers habituated half of 16 infants between 6 and 8 months of age to two squares, and habituated the other half to three squares. Next, the infants were presented with trials that offered changes in number, as well as contour length. The results of this study indicated that the infants dishabituated to the changes in contour length when the number remained constant, but did not dishabituate to number when the contour length remained unchanged. These results suggest that infants attend to continuous quantity (e.g., contour length) rather than number and that perceptual variables may have been underestimated in previous studies addressing infants’ numerical abilities.

This article is a review of two books in the area of early counting and number concepts. The first book, *Construction of Arithmetical Meaning and Strategies* by L. P. Steffe and P. Cobb, highlights the development of first and second graders’ counting structures. The second book reviewed is K. C. Fuson’s *Children’s Counting and Concepts of Number* (a resource listed in this annotated bibliography).


These books review research on mathematics, thinking, learning, and development for children from birth to age 8. The relevant chapters for number include chapters 2–6 in both books (they are complementary chapters—the 2009 book emphasizes detailed descriptions of the research and the 2014 book summaries this and emphasizes teaching and curricular activities). Included within these books are charts with developmentally appropriate activities for children across each learning trajectory. Thus, readers can see the developmental level of thinking and associated activities for each age. Each chapter (especially in the 2014 book) provides practical tips and strategies for teachers. Highlights of these chapters are in the introduction to this section.


This book, a report of a conference on early math standards funded by the National Science Foundation and the Exxon-Mobil Foundation, constitutes a set of guidelines that enable standards writing groups to create consistent and complementary (and, as much as possible, common) standards that are based on a current understanding of research, practice, and policy in early childhood mathematics education. The first section, “Major Themes and Recommendations,” summarizes the research findings and guidelines. Some of the conclusions relevant to the youngest children include the following (we include number especially because research shows that it has a large spatial component in very young children’s cognition):

- Infants “habituate”—are sensitive to—differences between sets of one to three items.
- Toddlers can identify whether collections are the “same” number or which is “more” visually.
- By 24 months of age, many toddlers have learned their first number word (typically “two”).
• Depending on the early environment, children begin to try to count using verbal number names at 2 or 3 years of age.

• Toddlers understand “first” and “last.”

• The easiest type of collection for 3-year-olds to count has only a few objects that are arranged in a straight line and can be touched as children proceed with their counting.

• Toddlers can trade several small items for a larger one, which is an initial step to understanding grouping and, eventually, place value.

• Most preschool students can “see” that two items and one item make three items. Even 3-year-olds can solve problems such as “one and one more” nonverbally (i.e., by creating a matching collection).

• Partitioning is the operation of decomposing a set of objects into sets of equal sizes. The simplest form of this big idea is readily understandable by children. It emerges at around 3 years of age.


This article explores infants’ representation of quantity, specifically more and less. Through the use of three experiments, the researchers assessed 10- and 12-month-old infants on their ability to select more. The infants watched an examiner place crackers into opaque containers and were then allowed to crawl toward their container of choice to retrieve the crackers. The results indicated that the infants were able to select the container with more crackers in comparisons of one versus two crackers and two versus three, but that they were unable to select the container with more crackers in comparisons of three versus four, two versus four, and three versus six. These results suggest that the infants utilized object-file representation to make their selections.


This article discusses seven experiments that explore infants’ representation of the cardinal values of small sets of objects while controlling for continuous stimulus properties, including surface area, volume, and contour length. Several of these experiments were modeled after or were extensions of previous studies that target infant sensitivity to continuous stimulus dimensions when encoding a number of objects in an array. The results indicate that infants, when presented with a small set of objects, did not demonstrate sensitivity to number in the habituation or transformation paradigms when continuous extent was controlled for.

Fuson’s goal was to describe the results of research in the area of children’s counting and numerical thinking, and the ways that this thinking changes over 2–8 years of age. Her second goal was to provide a framework within which future research could function. Fuson suggests a comprehensive categorization structure for correspondence errors (i.e. errors in establishing the one-to-one correspondence between number words and objects) and children’s knowledge about relationships between counting and cardinality (including the early formation of such relationships). Fuson concludes that children follow different routes toward building a relationship between counting and cardinality.


This article is included in this annotated bibliography because it provides a detailed overview of how a preverbal system of counting and arithmetic reasoning is linked between human and animal cognition. A thorough overview of numerical competence in animals and the development of adult numerical competence is provided and offers a context within which to place infant and toddler mathematical development.


This article discusses the relationship between math and music in the brain for infants and toddlers. Practical suggestions are provided for teachers and caregivers to incorporate with regard to rhythm, steady beats, melody, tempo, dynamics, timbre, and style. This article emphasizes that teachers do not need to be musicians in order to incorporate musical techniques in the classroom, and that music can be an ideal tool for supporting early mathematical thinking. Specific to number sense, this article touches on the relationship between music and one-to-one correspondence.


In this influential work, the authors report the results of some half dozen years of research into when and how children acquire numerical skills. They provide a new set of answers to these questions, and overturn much of the traditional wisdom on the subject. This book brings forth the notion that children adhere to the sequence aspects of counting (i.e., the “stable-order principle”), later to the correspondence aspects (the “one-to-one principle”), and finally to the cardinality

---

6 Please note that free access is not available to this document through the cited website.


This brief and practical article provides suggestions for how teachers and caregivers can incorporate math talk with infants and toddlers in everyday living. The author gives examples of how to pull in the math concepts of number and operation; shapes and spatial relationships; measurement; patterns, relationships, and change; and collecting and organizing information into everyday activities and conversations. Specific to number, this article outlines the importance of understanding the concept of number, quantity, order, ways of representing numbers, one-to-one correspondence, and counting, and provides examples of how to integrate these concepts into the classroom.


This article explores the question of whether 6-month-old infants are able to make more accurate numerical discriminations when they are provided with the same information about number through multiple sensory modalities. To test their research question, the researchers conducted two experiments. In Experiment 1, infants were habituated to a video of a ball bouncing either 8 or 12 times, and a tone was emitted every time the ball made contact with the surface. The infants were then shown alternating videos of the ball bouncing either 8 or 12 times. Experiment 2a was conducted with a similar methodology as Experiment 1; however, the auditory tone was omitted. Experiment 2b replaced the auditory tone with classical music, which provided multisensory, non-numerical information. This research suggests that infants are only able to discriminate numerosities with a 2:3 ratio during multimodal audiovisual events.

This article begins with a presentation of the theoretical framework that the researchers utilized in developing their study. Specifically, the researchers discuss whether young children can attend to the exact quantity of small collections and whether young children can attend to exact quantity without the corresponding verbal number knowledge. The research study involved having children 2.5–3.5 years of age complete one non-verbal matching task and two verbal qualification tasks. The non-verbal matching required the children to put the same number of items on a paper mat as the examiner had on a paper mat using homogenous (e.g., blue T-Rexes), semi-homogenous (e.g., one blue T-Rex and one yellow T-Rex), and heterogeneous (e.g., one blue T-Rex, one red Stegosaurus, and one yellow Triceratops) trials. The verbal qualification tasks included “point to n” and “how many?” tasks. The results indicated that children 2.5–3.0 years of age performed better with two than with three than the children 3.0–3.5 years of age with both heterogeneous and homogeneous collections.


This longitudinal study examines the role that mother–child interaction plays in the development of counting and cardinality in young children. Data were collected by observing 18 pairs of mothers and their children performing a variety of tasks (e.g., unassisted or assisted counting, “give x” task) when the child was 32, 38, and 44 months of age. The results indicated that the way the mothers focused their child’s attention on objects in a set differed between tasks even though maternal support for the word count sequence was similar. Additionally, at 32 and 38 months of age, children were more successful in counting tasks rather than “give x” tasks, which is consistent with other research that suggests counting and cardinality are not inherently linked.7


This study investigates infants’ sensitivity to numerosity in auditory sequences. The researchers conducted four experiments to better understand 6-month-old infants’ numerosity discrimination over two different ratios (16 versus 8 sounds and 12 versus 8 sounds) and 9-month-old infants’ discrimination of sounds over two different ratios (8 versus 12 sounds and 8 versus 10 sounds). The findings from this study suggested that 6-month-old infants are able to discriminate 16 from 8 sounds, but are unable to discriminate 12 from 8 sounds. The 9-month-old infants were able to discriminate 12 from 8 sounds, but were unable to discriminate 10 from 8 sounds. These results suggest that infant numerosity discrimination increases in precision over development.


This article discusses the Approximate Number System (ANS), which is defined as a mental system of magnitude representations that produces an intuitive “number sense” across species and throughout human development, starting from just after birth. The study described in this article assesses whether ANS precision prior to entering school predicts school mathematics performance during or after kindergarten. This study required preschool children to complete an assessment involving ANS numerical discrimination at three time points. This article is included in this annotated bibliography because the study it discusses is the first to show that ANS precision measured in years prior to formal schooling predicts mathematics ability in primary school.


This article analyzes children’s (ages 2–4) incorrect responses on “give n” tasks. A “give n” task asks a child to produce a set number of items (e.g., “Give me two blocks”) and errors are typically attributed either to guessing or performance errors. The results from this study indicate that most wrong answers on “give n” tasks are guesses rather than counting or estimation errors. This suggests that number development is discontinuous and involves conceptual change.


This study aimed to provide evidence that 22-week-old infants are able to discriminate exact numbers of items. Using a habituation-dishabituation paradigm, researchers discerned that infants are able to discriminate, represent, and remember small numbers of items, but not for a large number of items. The researchers hypothesize that these results are potentially due to the infants’ subitizing and suggest that these data indicate that verbal counting has precursors during infancy.

The experiments presented in this article were performed to investigate whether infants can detect numerical correspondences between different kinds of items (e.g., visible objects, auditory events). Across a variety of experiments, researchers found that human infants ages 6–8 months were able to detect numerical correspondences, such as relation, between item sets presented in different sensory modalities. These findings suggest that early numerical abilities can develop in infants before the development of language, complex actions, or cultural experiences with number.


This research study explores whether infants 10–12 months of age are able to discriminate between visual arrays of different amounts (e.g., two versus three, three versus four, four versus five items). The experiment was set up with infants in one of two conditions. Infants in the heterogeneous condition were habituated to a series of slides where the number of items remained constant, but the type of items (e.g., dogs, houses) and their position on the card changed. In the homogenous condition, the item type (chicks) did not change, but the size and position of the items did change. The researchers found that the infants were able to discriminate between two and three items, but were unable to discriminate between four and five items. An interesting finding in this study was that for the three versus four discrimination, males were able to make the discrimination in the heterogeneous condition whereas females were able to make the discrimination in the homogenous condition. The researchers concluded that because the infants in this study were preverbal, these results indicate that early counting skills are preceded by an awareness of numerosity.


This article outlines an experiment that required infants (4–5 months of age) to be divided into two separate groups. The first group (the 1+1 group) was shown an item being presented in a display case and then covered up. Next, a second item was added to the display cause. It, too, was covered up. Then, the screen hiding the items was removed so that the infants could see how many items were in the display case. Sometimes the number of items left in the display case was correct, and sometimes it was incorrect. The second group (the 2–1 group) followed the same methodology as group one; however, items were removed instead of added to the display case. The results showed that infants looked longer at incorrect rather than correct results, suggesting that infants understand certain numerical concepts and that mathematical abilities are an innate part of human development.


The purpose of this study was to examine the development of children’s understanding of number words. This article discusses a longitudinal study of 2- and 3-year-olds that took place over a 7-
month period. The children were given four tasks: Give-a-Number, How-Many, Color Control, and Point-to-x. Their answers to each of these tasks were analyzed over time, and the results suggest that it takes children approximately 1 year after understanding that number words refer to numerosities to learn how the counting system represents numerosity.


This chapter describes the preexisting numerical capacities that humans are innately equipped with, and discusses the types of mathematical abilities that human infants are capable of. The similarities between humans and animals in terms of numerical representation and review are presented, and a discussion surrounding a mental mechanism specific to number in both human infants and animals is provided.


This article provides an overview of research describing the numerical abilities of human infants. Evidence is provided to support that infants can engage in numerical computation, two alternative accounts of infants’ numerical competence are provided, and evidence of the difficulty with the concept of zero is presented. This article concludes with support for the hypothesis that humans possess a specialized mental mechanism for number that has evolved over time through natural selection.


This article discusses two experiments designed to investigate the number discrimination abilities of 6-month-old infants using two sets of numbers (four versus eight and two versus four), with two continuous variables controlled for (total filled area and total contour length). In Experiment 1, infants were habituated to either four discs or eight discs, and were then presented with four and eight discs alternately. The discs in the four-disc array had twice as large a contour length as the discs in the eight-disc array, and the total filled area was controlled for. The results indicated that the infants were able to successfully discriminate the four-disc array from the eight-disc array. In Experiment 2, the researchers used the same methodology but asked the infants to discriminate between two and four discs. The infants in Experiment 2 were unable to discriminate between the two-disc and four-disc arrays. These results suggest that infants can discriminate between large numbers (when continuous variables are controlled) and are unable to discriminate between small numbers (when continuous variables are controlled).

This article outlines two studies that explore how 6-month-old infants represent approximate numerosities. In Experiment 1, the researchers had the infants habituate to either an array of 8 dots or an array of 16 dots that varied in size and position, and then alternated showing them 8- or 16-dot arrays. The results of Experiment 1 suggest that infants are able to differentiate between 8- and 16-element displays (when continuous variables are controlled). In Experiment 2, the methodology was the same as in Experiment 1; however, the ratio changed to 1:3 and the infants had to discriminate between 8 and 12 dots. The results of Experiment 2 evidenced that the infants were unable to differentiate between large numerosities with a reduced ratio. The results of these two studies suggest that the infants’ responses were based on true representations of number and that infants can discriminate between large numerosities only when the ratio difference between the two numerosities is large.


This article presents four experiments that examine 6-month-old infants’ capacity to represent numerosity in visual-spatial displays. These experiments aim to explore the ratio limit in infants with higher numerosities (i.e., 16 versus 32 and 16 versus 24) and the discrepancy between large-number and small-number numerosities. Experiment 1 involved infants being habituated to either 16 or 32 discs, and then shown displays of 16 or 32 discs intermittently. The results indicated that the infants were able to discriminate between visual arrays of much larger numbers than typically investigated. Experiment 2 replicated the methods of Experiment 1, but required the infants to discriminate between arrays of 16 and 24 discs. The infants had much more difficulty discriminating between arrays of 16 and 24 discs, which indicates that infants discriminate between sets that differ by a ratio of 2.0 but not 1.5. Experiment 3 also followed the same method as Experiment 1; however, the sizes of the discs were twice as large in the 16-disc array as in the 32-disc array. The results of Experiment 3 suggest that the infants were able to discriminate differences in numerosities despite changes in contour length. Finally, Experiment 4 tested the infants’ ability to discriminate between one and two discs. The results from Experiment 4 suggest that infants were less able to discriminate between one and two discs than between 16 and 32 discs. Collectively, these results indicate that infants are able to discriminate between large numerosities even when changes in continuous variables are considered.

Problem Solving and Prediction

Introduction

When children learn to pull on a blanket to bring a toy into their reach, they are engaging in means-end problem solving, which may begin to emerge between 6 and 9 months of age. In general, considering their limited experience, young children are impressive problem solvers. Young children have multiple problem-solving strategies at their disposal, as well as the ability to choose among them. Means-end analysis is a general strategy as are several others. Children know and prefer
cognitively easier strategies. Trial and error, with light cognitive requirements, begins early, with Piagetian circular reactions trying to make an interesting sight or sound repeat. These strategies develop throughout the toddler and preschool years, enabling children to address problems of increasing complexity. By the time that children are in kindergarten, they can solve a wide range of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division problems when they are encouraged to use manipulatives or drawings to model the objects, actions, and relationships in those situations. Reasoning from domain-specific knowledge builds upon the basis of mindful general problem-solving and reasoning abilities that are evident from the earliest years.

**References on Problem Solving and Prediction**


These books review research on mathematics, thinking, learning, and development for children from birth to age 8. There is much material on problem solving across nearly all chapters in the books; however, chapter 13 in both books emphasizes problem solving and reasoning specifically. Each chapter (especially in the 2014 book) provides practical tips and strategies for teachers. Highlights of these chapters are in the introduction to this section.


Denison’s dissertation explores the ability of infants to make probabilistic inferences in various experiments. The first set of experiments suggests that infants must be at least 6 months old in order to make generalizations about the likely composition of a large population after observing the contents of a small sample drawn from that population. The second set of experiments suggests that infants can sometimes demonstrate greater competence than adults in making probabilistic inferences. The third set of experiments suggests that infants can use single-event probability computations to make predictions about where to direct their search in order to locate a desired object. This dissertation concludes with the suggestion that infants and young children do make probabilistic inferences, although this skill is early emerging and not consciously reflected. Moreover, the author suggests that young learners are capable of making rapid inductive inferences by capitalizing on their ability to compute probabilities in order to acquire knowledge in a variety of domains, including causal reasoning.

This study questions whether infants can make predictions regarding single-event probability with large set sizes. Each infant completed two trials. The first trial was a preference trial to determine whether they preferred pink or black lollipops. The second trial was the test trial in which infants were shown two jars: one filled mostly with pink lollipops and one filled mostly with black lollipops. Next, the experimenter selected one lollipop from each jar and placed them in two separate cups. The results indicated that 78 percent of infants began to reach for and search the cup that had the lollipop from the jar with their preferred color of lollipops. These results suggest that infants have the ability to reason about single-event probabilities.


The aim of this study was to identify the transition in early childhood from less to more systematic problem-solving strategies. This study examined two experiences that may be involved in the developmental progression of problem-solving strategies: (a) encouragement from other people to be more analytical, and (b) encountering a problem on an identical/similar task that had large differences within a dimension. Forty 3-year-olds were shown problems involving pegs, weights, and a balance scale, and were asked to make predictions on which side would go down if a lever was released. The results indicated that encouragement to take an analytical attitude helped children select a systematic strategy to solve the balance scale problem, and to use that same strategy again 1 week later. Additionally, it was found that almost all children who utilized a systematic strategy adopted a rule 1′, in which they would arbitrarily choose a side when two sides had equal amounts of weight, rather than rule 1, in which they would predict that if one side of the scale had more weight it would go down, and otherwise the scale would balance.


This research aimed to understand whether infants have expectations about future, unseen events based on their likelihood. The study involved showing infants movies in which three identical objects and a dissimilar object bounced inside a container, a person hiding the container, and a pipe ejecting one of the four objects. The results demonstrated that infants looked significantly longer at improbable outcomes (the dissimilar object being ejected from the pipe rather than one of the three similar objects being ejected from the pipe) than at probable outcomes. The researchers manipulated the experiment to prohibit certain objects from leaving, and the results were similar. The implications for research are presented.

This research addresses the question of whether infants can integrate intentional information in statistical inference tasks. The study designed to address this question involved 11-month-old infants in one of three conditions (random sampling, non-random sampling, blindfolded) and an experimenter pulling red or white balls out of a large box with either mostly white or mostly red balls. The results indicated that the infants were sensitive to whether a sample was randomly drawn from a population or not, and that they take into account intentional information when determining the relationship between samples and populations. These results suggest that domain-specific knowledge is integrated with statistical inference mechanisms early in development.

**Caregivers (Parents and Providers)**

**Introduction**

Of course, families play a major role in young children’s development, including their learning of mathematics.\(^8\) There is a relationship between the frequency with which parents use number and their children’s early mathematical performance.\(^9\) However, there are several sociocultural barriers. For example, although parents believe that both home and school are important for reading development, they consider the school more important for mathematics development. As a result, they provide fewer math experiences at home compared to reading.\(^10\) They believe that it is more important to help their children learn literacy than mathematics.\(^11\) They prefer teaching language and they believe that language is more important to learn than mathematics.\(^12\) More for the learning of language than mathematics, parents believe that pedagogy should consist of determination to ensure that children acquire specific knowledge, delving deeply into children’s understanding and facilitating children’s learning in their everyday lives. These are profound differences that have severe implications.

Furthermore, both parents and providers have a limited view of the breadth of mathematics appropriate for young children.\(^13\) They know more about what might be taught in language than
mathematics. This is true regardless of whether the parents are Hispanic or not, and whether they are low or middle socio-economic status. However, cultural differences are occasionally relevant. For example, mothers in China are more likely than mothers in the United States to teach arithmetic calculation in their everyday involvement with children’s learning, and maternal instruction was related to Chinese, but not U.S., children’s learning of proportional reasoning. Mothers in China rate mathematics as equal in importance to reading, but mothers in the United States rate mathematics as less important than reading.

The more mathematics activities that parents and providers engage their children in, the higher the children’s achievement. In all contexts, early childhood providers should be strong advocates for foundational and explicit mathematical experiences for all children, of all ages. In the earliest ages especially, these often can be seamlessly integrated with children’s ongoing play and activities; however, this usually requires a knowledgeable adult who creates a supportive environment and provides challenges, suggestions, tasks, and language. Programs designed to improve home mathematics learning have been found to be most successful when they had three components: joint and separate sessions for parents and children, a structured numeracy curriculum, and “bridging” activities for parents to develop their child’s numeracy at home.

References on Caregivers (Parents and Providers)


These books review research on mathematics, thinking, learning, and development for children from birth to age 8. There is much material on what parents and providers can do across nearly all chapters in the books; however, chapters 15 and 16 in the 2014 book discuss early children...

The goal of this study was to examine the impact that mothers’ and fathers’ interactions with toddlers have on children’s math and reading outcomes in the 5th grade. The research questions addressed in this study include the following: (a) Are mother–toddler and father–toddler interactions, in families with and without resident biological fathers, associated with children’s math and reading scores in 5th grade? (b) Does father–toddler cognitive stimulation during play make contributions to children’s math and reading scores in 5th grade, independent of mothers’ cognitively stimulating interactions, child gender, and Early Head Start (EHS) program enrollment? and (c) Are the contributions of parents’ early cognitive stimulation to children’s later school outcomes mediated by children’s early language and cognitive skills, independent of child gender and EHS program enrollment? Data were collected via observations of mother–toddler and father–toddler interactions at age 2 and from standardized child assessments at age 3 and in 5th grade. The results indicated that children’s earlier cognitive ability was not a predictor of their later math ability for children who did not live with their biological fathers. For children who did not live with their biological fathers, it was only the mothers’ parenting interactions that made contributions to their later math achievement.


In this article, the researchers theorize that parent number talk about small sets of numbers should help children learn how to correctly label sets of one, two, and three, but that parent number talk may not be sufficient for children to learn the cardinal principle (i.e. the word “two” refers to two objects). The study presented in this article investigates which types of number talk are most predictive of children’s later cardinal number knowledge by videotaping, transcribing, and analyzing home visits over five sessions when the child was 14, 18, 22, 26, and 30 months of age. The results indicate that parents vary in the amount and types of number talk they engage in. The amount of number talk devoted to counting or labeling sets of objects, especially sets of objects ranging from 4 to 10 items, was predictive of children’s later cardinal number knowledge.

This article examines the exposure to number talk that children experience within a culture in order to determine whether variation in the amount of number talk is related to the development of cardinal number knowledge. This study involved parent–child dyads being visited by researchers and videotaped for 90 minutes during typical everyday activities every 4 months while the child was between 14 and 30 months of age. The videotapes were transcribed, coded, and analyzed for emergent themes. The results suggest that (a) number talk typically involved low numbers; (b) when the children were 30 months of age, most number talk involved counting and labeling cardinal value sets; (c) the most common type of parent number talk was labeling set size, followed by counting, and the most common type of child number talk was counting, followed by labeling set size; and (d) parent number talk is related to children’s greater understanding of the cardinal values of number words.


This longitudinal study examines the role that mother–child interaction plays in the development of counting and cardinality in young children. Data were collected by observing 18 pairs of mothers and their children performing a variety of tasks (e.g., unassisted or assisted counting, “give x” tasks) when the child was 32, 38, and 44 months of age. The results indicated that the way that the mothers focused their child’s attention on objects in a set differed between tasks even though maternal support for the word count sequence was similar. Additionally, at 32 and 38 months of age, children were more successful in counting tasks rather than “give x” tasks.


This longitudinal study examines the impact that fathers’ teaching interactions in early childhood have on academic skills in middle childhood in low-income families. The research questions addressed in this study include the following: (a) What are the associations between fathers’ teaching interactions at ages 2 and 3 and their children’s academic outcomes at ages 5, 7, and 10? and (b) How does the quality of fathers’ teaching interactions predict later cognitive outcomes, even after accounting for mothers’ behaviors. Data were collected from 109 families and involved observing the fathers as they taught their 2- to 3-year-old child an age-appropriate and novel task. The results indicate that teaching interactions between fathers and their children at age 2 were related to child outcomes in language, literacy, and math.
Integrating Math Across the Day

Introduction

Young children learn through play and everyday experiences. The resources in this section illustrate strategies to highlight how caregivers can support children in learning math concepts through daily routines and experiences. For example, a young child might learn about the physical properties of objects, and about his own ability to manipulate them, by playing with a ball. He is also learning about the spatial relationships that exist between objects. The caregiver who recognizes this exploration and thinks about ways to support him can further his understanding of physical objects and space.

There are several types of play, such as sensorimotor/manipulative and symbolic/pretend (Monighan-Nourot, Scales, Van Hoorn, & Almy, 1987; Piaget, 1962). Sensorimotor play might involve rhythmic patterns, correspondences, and exploring materials such as blocks. Symbolic play can be further classified as constructive, dramatic, or rule governed. Materials such as sand, play dough, and blocks offer many rich opportunities for mathematical thinking and reasoning (Perry & Dockett, 2002). Caregivers might provide suggestive materials (cookie cutters), engage in parallel play with children, and raise comments or questions regarding shapes and the amount of things (e.g., making multiple copies of the same shape in play dough with the cookie cutters or transforming sand or play dough objects into one another). Play in perceptually oriented toddlers is enhanced by providing realistic objects. All children should also play with structured, open-ended materials. The use of blocks and interlocking plastic bricks is strongly linked to mathematical activity in general, and with pattern and shape in particular. In symbolic play, teachers need to structure settings, observe play for its potential, provide materials based on their observations (e.g., if children are comparing sizes, teachers might introduce objects with which to measure), highlight and discuss mathematics as it emerges within play, and ask questions such as “How do you know?” and “Are you sure?” with regard to the child’s answer or solution (van Oers, 1996). In these everyday experiences, it is critical that caregivers use mathematical language and help children discuss and think about the mathematics they learn.

References on Integrating Math Across the Day


These books review research on mathematics, thinking, learning, and development for children from birth to age 8. There is much material on integrating math across the curriculum in nearly all chapters in the books; however, chapter 16 in both books emphasize integrating math across the
curriculum. Each chapter (especially in the 2014 book) provides practical tips and strategies for teachers. Highlights of these chapters are in the introduction to this section.


This article discusses the relationship between math and music in the brain for infants and toddlers. Practical suggestions are provided for teachers and caregivers to incorporate rhythm, steady beats, melody, tempo, dynamics, timbre, and style. This article emphasizes that teachers do not need to be musicians in order to incorporate musical techniques in the classroom, and that music can be an ideal tool for supporting early mathematical thinking.


Research indicates that music is children’s first patterning experience, and it can help them engage in mathematics even when they do not recognize the activities as being related to math. This article provides practical tips for how caregivers can use music to engage children in mathematics. Examples include maintaining a steady beat throughout the mathematics lesson; changing the beat’s tempo and dynamics regularly; observing, listening, and responding to children’s musical behaviors; and trying to keep the music and math activities concept based and open ended.


This article discusses 10 ways in which children learn through play, including building dexterity; social skills; cognitive and language skills; number and time concepts; spatial understanding; reasoning of cause and effect; clarification of pretend versus real; sensory and aesthetic appreciation; extended attention span, persistence, and sense of mastery; and emotional release and relief from separation anxiety. Practical suggestions are provided for teachers to use within the classroom, and the theoretical framework from which these suggestions are wrought are provided.


---

19 Please note that free access is not available to this document through the cited website.
This article provides a systematic analysis of how trade books portray numbers and other early numeracy concepts. The research questions guiding this study were (a) Which numbers do children have the opportunity to learn from trade books about numbers? and (b) Which number representations do children have the opportunity to learn in trade books, and in what ways are those representations used? To address these questions, the researchers analyzed 160 trade books related to numbers and coded them in the following categories: numbers, number representation, and pictorial representation. The results indicated that 68 percent of the books included numbers less than or equal to 10, and only 12 percent of the books presented the number 0 in comparison to 90 percent of the books that presented the number 1. Skip counting and backward sequencing were also underrepresented. Additionally, of the three different representations (numeral, number word, and quantity), fewer than half of the books reviewed provided all three. The implications for practice are addressed.


This article discusses the value of building blocks for young children and describes developmental changes in their symbolic representation of space. The implications for activities to promote spatial representation are drawn. Additionally, the author outlines the value of utilizing building blocks with young children.


This article begins with an overview of mathematics and play, as well as mathematical reasoning. Next, the researchers explain their interpretation of a video analysis conducted on video recordings from 17 visits to a Swedish preschool (children ages 1–5) over a period of 2 months. The researchers provide three episodes to evidence their findings and highlight three mathematical aspects: measuring an object, developing a concept, and estimating and deciding height.

---
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